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Jeremih feels like a bit of an anachronism amid 2015’s post-molly
hangover. After so many Weeknds and Futures, it’s kind of weird to see an
R&B Casanova this happy: for Jeremih, debauchery affirms life rather
than draining it. His jubilation is what makes his third studio album Late
Nights such a welcome surprise. Listen how enthusiastically he sings
about weed on “Pass Dat;” even Wiz Khalifa doesn’t get this excited about
getting baked anymore. Hear how goddamn blessed he sounds when he
sings “when you put that ass in my face” on “Woosah,” or when he
rhapsodizes about having sex in luxury vehicles on “Planez.” This is a
feel-good, escapist R&B record that simulates the feeling of having no
responsibilities and all the time in the world to do just about anything you
want.

Perhaps the most immediately striking feature of Late Nights is Jeremih’s voice, which moves between an almost
childlike croon and percussive exhortations virile enough to be shocking in comparison. When he raps, he could be a
long-lost third member of Rae Sremmurd, but the orgasmic “oh yeah”s on “Oui” are drawn from a pool of pure
carnality. Still, Late Nights makes it almost impossible to believe that he’s 28. He feels like the most popular new
freshman on campus, still reveling in his unprecedented access to weed, sex and leisure.

Most of the guests here offer a more cynical and wizened view of sexuality. This isn’t a flaw; their approach to sex is
just less surprising. This is most obvious on “Royalty,” where Jeremih falls head over heels for a stripper as guest
Future pops pills and looks around unfazed. Oddly, Jeremih finds the most chemistry with J. Cole, who shows up on
“Planez.” Cole’s clownish, sophomoric verse would ruin most pop songs, but it contrasts immaturity and sensuality
well enough to go with Jeremih’s vibe.

Jeremih first debuted “Planez” live with Chance the Rapper, whose superior verse ultimately materialized on a remix.
Why Chance isn’t on the final version is unclear; it likely has to do with the label machinations and revisions that kept
Late Nights from being released for more than two years. The album was originally called Thumpy Johnson and was
scheduled for a 2013 release before Jeremih swapped out a lot of the material here (his album-length mixtape
N.O.M.A. [Not On My Album]  is composed entirely of Late Nights rejects). Label trouble caused even further delays.
So Late Nights is really just a hodgepodge culled from an amorphous mass of material Jeremih’s had kicking around
for a while.

It feels like it at times, mostly because it doesn’t work very well as a back-to-front album. The highlights are all
clustered towards the beginning and end, meaning there’s a truly impressive opening tetrad (“Planez,” “Pass Dat,”
“Oui” and a hooky little tune called “Impatient”) and almost-as-good ending triad, divided by a sleepy middle. A few of
these songs could absolutely have been chopped. None of them are really terrible – in fact, there aren’t really any
clunkers on Late Nights – but it doesn’t do justice to the fine songs at the end that the listener has to perk their head
up in order to enjoy them.

But Late Nights’ sleepiness has an unexpected perk: it makes the album work very well in the background at social
events. This might sound like a criticism – why bother with a pop album that works best soundtracking parties and
kickbacks? But that’s exactly what Late Nights is: a soundtrack to parties and kickbacks. “I’m single as hell right
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now,” Jeremih recently told XXL. “You’re getting the best of my last single years.” He seems to be having the time of
his life as a swinging bachelor, and on Late Nights, he’s more than happy to share the good vibes with us.
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